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A mountain range rising from the sea, Corsica holds the most arrestingly beautiful landscapes in the

Mediterranean. From its cobalt blue gulfs and shell-sand beaches, hillsides of evergreen maquis

give way to pristine oak, chestnut and pine forests, awesome gorges, alpine lakes and a spine of

snow-streaked peaks and passes. Among the many trails that penetrate its remotest corners, the

GR20, following the island's watershed, is a high-level route that has won an international reputation

as being Europe's most challenging long-distance path.35 detailed trekking maps &#150; showing

walking times, places to stay and points of interest, with detailed route descriptions for the entire

GR20Practical information &#150; planning your trip; travelling to Corsica from other parts of

Europe, North America and Australasia; getting to the trailheads; historical and cultural background;

what to see; health and safety; minimizing your impact on the environment; French and Corsican

language sectionsAccommodation and restaurants &#150; reviews of places to stay and eat at all

budgets, from luxury heritage hotels to the pick of Corsica's gÃƒÂ®tes, hostels and

restaurantsGateway towns &#150; comprehensive guides to Ajaccio, Bastia and CalviCorsican flora

&#150; full-color photo guide to the islandÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s flora
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'There are already several guidebooks to wlaking in Corsica, but this new one from Trailblazer looks

to be the best' '&#133;this excellent guide&#133;'-- The Sunday Times (UK) reviewing Trekking in

Corsica as Book of the Week, 2 July 2002



A mountain range rising from the sea, Corsica holds the most arrestingly beautiful landscapes in the

Mediterranean. From its cobalt blue gulfs and shell-sand beaches, hillsides of evergreen maquis

give way to pristine oak, chestnut and pine forests, awesome gorges, alpine lakes and a spine of

snow-streaked peaks and passes. Among the many trails that penetrate its remotest corners, the

GR20, following the island's watershed, is a high-level route that has won an international reputation

as being Europe's most challenging long-distance path.35 detailed trekking maps &#150; showing

walking times, places to stay and points of interest, with detailed route descriptions for the entire

GR20Practical information &#150; planning your trip; travelling to Corsica from other parts of

Europe, North America and Australasia; getting to the trailheads; historical and cultural background;

what to see; health and safety; minimizing your impact on the environment; French and Corsican

language sectionsAccommodation and restaurants &#150; reviews of places to stay and eat at all

budgets, from luxury heritage hotels to the pick of Corsica's gÃƒÂ®tes, hostels and

restaurantsGateway towns &#150; comprehensive guides to Ajaccio, Bastia and CalviCorsican flora

&#150; full-colour photo guide to the islandÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s flora

This is a no nonsense description of this not so well known Trek (by Americans). There are other

excellent Guide books on GR20 and David Abram's book stands tall with the rest. Plenty of photos,

understandable maps, history of the Island, and more important the present day people and their

culture. You will find up-to-date tips on travel ,food and places to stay in the towns. For anyone who

is considering trekking on GR20 or even just visiting Corsica I would recommend this Guide book.
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